NORTH CENTRAL SOLID WASTE AUTHORITY
Serving, Santa Clara Pueblo, City of Española, Ohkay Owingeh & Rio Arriba County
2016 N. Riverside Drive, Espanola, NM 87532

DRIVER III
SALARY RANGE
$13.50 - $ 21.00 Hourly
$28,080.00 - $43,680.00 Annually
Bargaining Unit: NONE
JOB SUMMARY:
Under the direction of the Residential Foreman, Station Foreman or Manager operates large gasoline or diesel-powered
trucks and other equipment for collection and hauling of solid waste. Vehicles operated may include front-loaders, sideloaders, roll-off trucks and heavy (tractor-trailer) trucks. Cleans and maintains automotive vehicles and garbage trucks.
May perform duties of Driver II. May supervise one laborer.
ESSENTIAL DUTIES:
1.
Must be able to follow oral and written instructions.
2.
Must be able to operate and maintain equipment in a safe and efficient manner.
3.
Perform equipment and vehicle checks and make minor repairs.
4.
Drives large gasoline or diesel-powered trucks equipped with hydraulic or mechanical systems for the collection,
loading and unloading of trash, rubbish or other refuse. Operates controls for mechanized lifting, collecting, loading,
compacting and unloading of trash and rubbish. Drives heavy (tractor-trailer) truck with trailer. Operates controls for
loading and unloading of roll-off containers.
5.
Maintain accurate clerical records.
6.
Perform other related duties including litter control and cleaning.
ADDITIONAL DUTIES:
Other duties as assigned. Required to work holidays and may be required to work irregular hours.
EDUCATION:
High School graduation or GED required.
EXPERIENCE:
Five years experience driving heavy trucks required. Experience with solid waste trucks preferred.
LICENSES/CERTIFICATIONS:
Must possess and maintain a valid, unrestricted class A drivers’ license. Must maintain a clean driving record.
KNOWLEDGE/SKILLS/ABILITIES:
Good knowledge of proper operation of large automotive equipment including operating vehicles safely and efficiently.
Knowledge of vehicle maintenance and service and safety checks. Ability to service assigned equipment so as to ensure
maximum operating life. Ability to read and write and follow oral and written instructions. Ability to carry out routine and
special assignments thoroughly and timely. Ability to establish and maintain effective working relationships with fellow
employees and the general public. Ability to exercise care when performing job duties.
PHYSICAL DEMANDS:
Maximum physical dexterity required, including lifting up to 100 pounds. Must be able to climb in and out of solid
waste/recycling vehicles. Lift 100 pounds 25% of the day from ground to waist height. Ability to lift 60 pounds 33% of the
day over-head. Ability to lift and carry 100 pounds across 10 feet.
WORK ENVIRONMENT:
The work involves moderate risks or discomforts that require special safety equipment and precautions. Work is performed
outside with exposure to heat, cold and a broad spectrum of weather conditions. Exposure to noise, fumes, unpleasant
odors, dust and dirt.
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